1. DEFINITIONS. Let space be metric. For a set A, the interior of A and the boundary of A will be denoted by Int (A) and Bd (A) respectively. If A and B are sets, then by A -B is meant {x e A: xgB}.
The closure of A will be denoted by A. Given subsets A and B of a continuum M, M is said to be aposyndetic at A with respect to B if there is a subcontinuum H of M such that A c Int (H) a Ha M -B. For a subset A of a continuum M let T M (A) = {x e M: M is not aposyndetic at {x} with respect to A) and K M (A) = {xe M: M is not aposyndetic at A with respect to {x}}. T M {x) and K M (x) will be used for T M {{x}) and K M {{x}) and the subscript may be omitted where no confusion is likely to result (e.g. T M (x) = T(x)).
2. Essentially indecomposable sets* Theorem 9 of [1] states that a necessary and sufficient condition that the continuum M be indecomposable is that if x and y are points of M then M is nonaposyndetic at x with respect to y. We obtain, from this condition, the following definition. A subset A of a continuum M is essentially indecomposable in M (often, in context, essentially indecomposable) if whenever x and y are points of A then M is not aposyndetic at x with respect to y. Thus the limit bar in the sin 1/x continuum is essentially indecomposable in that continuum and any subset of an indecomposable continuum S is essentially indecomposable in S.
The following is immediate from the definition. THEOREM 
To see that I ε is a closed set let p be a limit point of I ε and suppose {x t : ΐ = 1, 2, •} is a sequence of points of I £ which converges to p. There exists an integer N such that if i Ξ> N and i ^> N, then d(^, $, •) ^ ε/2. For such i and j Int (iΓ(^)) = Int (K(XJ)) by Lemma 2. If H is a subcontinuum of M containing p in its interior, then for some i^> N the point x t is in Int (H) and therefore Int (K(Xi)) c ff. Let D be the closed square disk in E 2 whose opposite vertices are (-1, -1) and (1, 1) . Let D\ and D\ be subsets of D homeomorphic to D -{(1, 0)} which spiral out to Bd (JD), as indicated in Figure 1 , so that Bd (D) is the limiting set of each of the spirals. 
subset of a compact continuum M and x e I(M). Then if x & A, M is aposyndetic at x with respect to A.

Proof. If x $ A and U is an open subset of M -A such that Ucz lnt(K(x)), then
THEOREM 7. If M is a compact continuum with I(M) = M, then M is the union of a countable collection of indecomposable continua each of which is the closure of a member of a closure preserving collection of maximal essentially indecomposable open subsets of M.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 6 and Corollary 3.1 that there is a countable collection of maximal essentially indecomposable open subsets of M whose union is dense in M. Let {U n : n -1, 2, 3, •} be a counting of this collection. Since for each i, ϋi is connected (Lemma 4) it follows that C/i is an indecomposable continuum.
Let U -{U n .: i = 1, 2, •} be a subcollection of {U n : n -1, 2, •} and x be an element of M such that x & TJZ i for any i. Then, by Lemma 3, for each ί, Mis aposyndetic at x with respect to U n .. Thus Int (K(x)) D U n . = 0 for each i and since x e Int (K(x)), x £ U U n .. Therefore {U n : n -1, 2, •} is closure preserving and M -\JUi. Let C be the unit square in the plane, peC, and, as indicated in Figure 2 , D\, D\, be a sequence of closed topological disks in the plane having C as its limit set, such that To establish the necessity, let K be an indecomposable subcontinuum of M and pe K. Let Z7i be an open set intersecting K such that p e C7Ί. Since K is indecomposable, p is not an interior point, relative to K, of P lf the p-component of ϋΓ -£Λ. Thus there is an open set U 2 of diameter less than 1/2, which intersects K, such that
0. If the set U n has been defined, let P n be the p-component of K -U n . Since P n = U {P*: ΐ = 1, 2, , tι} contains no interior relative to iΓ, p is not an interior point, relative to K, of P n . Let I7 Λ+1 be an open set of diameter less that ί/(n + 1) which intersects K, such that 17^ 0 P n = 0, ώ(p, Ef«+i) < VO + Thus there is a separation of ikf -C 2 between x and a point of U 2 As above, this is a contradiction.
If the set U n has been defined, let C n be the as-component of M -U n and ε n be a positive real number less than l/2 
